Abstract-The purpose of the paper is to describe an automatic estimation method of an underwater vehicle trajectory from ultrashort baseline system measurements. The standard Viterbi algorithm is then used to find the most likely trajectory of the dynamic system observed through the noisy measurements with a model of nonconstant speed as state variable. A decoupled trajectory is achieved by considering separately each coordinate of the point. Aberrant measurements are automatically discarded. For very long trajectory, a temporal window is shifted along the data set, and an automatic adjustment of the algorithm parameter is performed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The French research institute for exploitation of the sea (IFREMER) has developed a new deep-sea positioning system (POSIDONIA) for its underwater vehicles (W). This ultrashort baseline system (USBL) is composed by an acoustic vessel-born localization system and sensors measuring vessel position, heading and attitude. The latter are used to transform the acoustic UV position into earth related coordinates.
The UV is localized down to 6000m. Because of the different sources of measurement error that contribute to the overall positioning error, the accuracy is about 30m and false alarms occur [l] (see figure 7). Our research is then focused on the automatic estimation of the UV trajectory from the prerecorded USBL measurements. 
METHOD
The standard Viterbi algorithm [2] allows us to find the most likely trajectory of the dynamic system 'observed through the noisy measurements. The problem of optimum estimation [3] is briefly formulated with reference to figure 1 as follows; the system state xk at k th sampling instant is such as:
xk depends on the state at the previous sampling instant and on a state noise v k . The relationship between the measurement and the system state is given by:
where m k is the measurement at kth sampling instant corrupted by the noise n k . At the initialization, the measurement set h f k = {mo, ml, . . . , m k } and p ( z 0 ) the a priori probability density function (pdf) of the initial state are given. The problem is to find the sequence of states or trajectory X I , = { x o , x 1 , . . . , Xk that maximizes the a posteriori conditional pdf p ( X I , I h f k . The solution or modal trajectory is such as:
Dynamic programming allows us to construct a wise algorithm. Starting from the fact that: At the initialization A t 0 is supposed to be equal to 5s and we choose:
B. Transition probabilities defined as follows:
The transition pdf from the X k -1 state to the X k state is
where K is a normalization constant and d() the Kronecker symbol. We denote:
The most probable transitions give an advantage to small accelerations or decelerations, because the expected trajectory must be simooth. At the initialization:
This pdf can be written as the uniform-Gaussian mixwhere 0, is the standard deviation of the measurement noise, U , the measurement domain and P, deinotes the probability for a measurement to be correct (typicallly P, = 0.7).
When the gap between the measurement m k , and the po- The algorithm manages with consecutive jumps. In such a case the time interval to determinate the current state is the sum of thie successive time intervals from the first aberrant measurement.
D. viterbi recursive equation
is equivallent to recursively define I ( X~) by:
Note that because of equations (2), (3) and (4), equation (1) In practioe we use:
with E = 0.125 and 01 = 0.125-l. When handling with a very large set of data, the calculation of equation (5) + where:
The equation of the 3D state model is:
The state equation follows:
At the initialization we have: The measurements at the ( k -3) and ( k -2) sampling states are aberrant and a jump is done.
A decoupled 3D trajectory is achieved namely at each sampling time the three coordinates of the point r k are estimated separately using for each of them the monodimensional model described previously. Nevertheless, if a jump occurs when estimating a coordinate, this jump is forced on the two other point coordinates. The algorithm parameter set to adjust is finally: s = ~~x ,~y ,~z ,~z ,~y ,~z ) .
Iv. TEMPORAL WINDOWS AND OVERLAPPING
Because of the very large amount of data and in order to reduce the computing cost, it is preferable to estimate a piece-wise trajectory instead of process straight one only long track [6] . Figure (4) shows how a window of T measurements is shifted along the data set (typically T = 50).
As figure (5) illustrates it, after the backtracking stage of the Viterbi algorithm, the possible tracks differ only in the last sampling instants of a temporal window. We take advantage of this propriety to overlap the trajectories, considering a window: the point, from which the 3D trajectory is split, is detected; all of the possible tracks from this point are stored; the next trajectory estimation is initialized using this group of tracks. (5) and (S), where the measurements are very noisy, shows the robustness of OUT method but the estimated tracks are short. When processing a very large set of data, it is necessary to adjust locally the parameter set S of each .window in order to avoid any break in the track. To overcome this drawback an heuristic process is designed that aims to ;idjust automatically the parameter set SE of each 2th window. Figure 6 illustrates the algorithm principles: 1. at the beginning a set S* of typicall parameters is chosen and:
2. when estimating sequentially the trajectory, a break occurs in the lth window (namely all the measurements of the window are aberrant), considering the previous (I -1)th window:
(a) the number of jumps for each dimension is counted; (b) is modified by reducing os: or/and cry or/and (T, corresponding to the coordinate(s) wil h the jump maximum number. The goal is to penalize the measurements spread.
(c) the trajectory of the ( I -1)th window is estimated again with the new set of parameters Sl-1. 3. the trajectory estimation of the Zth window is achieved with Sl. If a break occurs again, go to 2 and continue to modify S1-1. This algorithm for the automatic parameter adjustment is not expensive because in practice a break occurs rarely and, in this case, each iteration implies the new trajectory estimation for only two temporal windows.
The experimental result shown on figure 7 illustrates the efficiency and robustness of our algorithm: the measurement set contains 1600 samples, and the whole trajectory is automatically estimated for different choices of the temporal window size T (for instance T = 30,50 or 100 measurements). We ------ 
VI. CONCLUSION
The work presented in this paper concerns the problem of estimating of an underwater vehicle trajectory from ultrashort baseline system measurements. Using the Viterbi algorithm, we have constructed an original method with a nonconstant speed state model, a jump possibility in the track, a scaled metric, temporal windows with overlapping, and an automatic adjustment of the parameters. The algorithm is robust w.r.t false alarms and the amount of calculus is real time compatible.
Fig. 7
The data from the underwater vehicle. The estimated track is thick. Two temporal windows of T = 50 measurements are usled. The estimated track is thick.
